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Step 1: Connect to the Trident Historizer and choose your time period and tags

In this example, a start date of January 1st 2013 is selected with a time frame of eight years 
with the timeseries data average to one day periods.  The tags selected are water flow out of 
the treatment plant along with weather data in the area (temperature and rainfall)



Step 2: Setup your parameter configuration
-Choose your predicted parameter
-Choose your trend components (feature engineering)
-Select your lag parameters and durations

In this example, the timeseries water flow out of the treatment 
plant is chosen as the predicted parameter.  All trend 
components are selected except for minutely and hourly since 
they provide no value into a daily prediction.  All tag 
components are selected as lag parameters.  The lag period is 
set to 1 day and the rolling average is set to 7 days.  These 
parameters can be adjusted to improved performance.



Step 3: Review your dataset and send to model

Step 4: Train your model

In this example, the data count is 2753 (7,928,640 rolled up flow points!) .  8 
years x 365 days = 2920.  So, we are short a few random days.  That’s OK.  
Data is sent to the model for training. Training is setup to test against 25 
different models.  Each model will run for a max time of 120 seconds and the 
whole runtime is set to 300 seconds.



Step 5: Review the performance of you different models

The model leader board shows the performance of each model that ran 
ranked from top performer to worst performer.  These a characterized by root 
mean square error, mean square error, mean absolute error, root mean 
squared logarithmic error and mean residual deviance.



Step 6: Test your different models
Using the drop-down selector, the different models can be tested on the 
various portions of the dataset.  The dataset was divided into 80% model 
generation and 20% model testing.  The test dataset is shown first, then the 
20% model testing and finally the full data set last.  The blue line is the actual 
water demand and the orange line is the model generated predicted demand.



You’re Now Ready to Transition to Production!
ML
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